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Learning objects have been a

topic of interest for several

years, but until now it has been

difficult to locate information

about a systematic learning

object development process.

Designers face the task of coor-

dinating a considerable effort

when they undertake a project

that involves object production.

This is especially true when the

project also requires re-use of

existing materials and content.

This week's article solves that

problem, with a comprehensive

ten-step process that you can

put to work immediately!

The Instructional Design
of Learning Objects
By Joanne Mowat

To deliver the focused and current training that

rapidly changing business environments require,

some organizations are implementing a reusable learn-

ing object approach to instructional design. As well as

using this approach to create new learning products,

some organizations are also redesigning existing learn-

ing products into learning objects, in order to standard-

ize those learning products and to create a large enough

database of learning objects to enable reuse.     

Existing instructional design (ID) models may not always meet the needs of
learning object design projects, and so, in my organization, we developed a
ten-phase model. The model covers both the design of learning objects from
new content and the redesign of existing content into objects. In the develop-
ment of this model, we took care to ensure that we did not sacrifice the rigor
provided by traditional ID models and that the designers kept the focus on the
learning design rather than the delivery technology. 

By ensuring that instructional design is the cornerstone of learning object
development, we learned how to create and maintain consistency between
assets and objects and in the structuring and presentation of content. As
George Siemens points out (see the References at the end of this article), an
effective learning object instructional design model or process can guide high
quality and accelerated product development as well as the rigorous project
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ing it each time the designer needs that content in
another topic, lesson, module, or course. Once creat-
ed, the developer can reassemble learning objects and
assets to create new courses, or use them individually
to create or supplement individual learning paths. (See
the online articles by Paul English and David Wiley,
cited in the References.) The design approach sup-
ports rapid and cost-effective development of content
that is consistent while at the same time reducing main-
tenance costs. Benefits such as these have led to cor-
porations being interested in adopting a learning ob-
ject approach to design. David Wiley noted the prom-
ise of learning object technology for instructional de-
sign, development, and delivery, due to its potential for
reusability, generativity, adaptability, and scalability.

Definition

One of the most widely accepted definitions of
learning objects is “digital entities deliverable over the
Internet.” However, the Learning Technology Standards
Committee (LTSC) of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) allowed for non-digital
content in their definition: “any entity, digital or non-dig-
ital, which can be used, reused or referenced during
technology-supported learning.” This definition also
specified that a learning object is a self-contained
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management required in any technology-related proj-
ect. In this article, I will show you our model and ex-
plain the ten phases.

Learning objects
Learning objects, as Warren Longmire defines them,

are digitally-managed and digitally-delivered, context-
independent, transportable, and reusable pieces of
instruction that meet the requirements of a terminal
learning objective. Chuck Barritt and F. Lee Alderman
further explain that learning objects are “authored in
small pieces, assembled into a database, and then
delivered to the learner through a variety of delivery
media.” This means that designers and developers
can transfer learning objects to other departments or
organizations, that any application can run the ob-
jects, and that diverse learner groups can use them.
In order to be transportable, learning objects must be: 

• Free of any reference to other objects (no refer-
ence to pre-requisites or co-requisites) 

• Non-sequential (no presumed sequence of
objects) 

• Free of transitions (links to other objects) 
• Self-contained
Designing learning materials as learning objects

makes it easier to reuse content, rather than recreat-

Existing instructional
design (ID) models
may not always meet
the needs of learning
object design projects,
and so, in my organi-
zation, we developed a
ten-phase model. The
model covers both the
design of learning
objects from new con-
tent and the redesign
of existing content into
objects.



learning component made up of smaller reusable
assets. The learning object meets the needs of a
topic or complex task, and it satisfies one terminal
objective. Users can store and access the learning
object independently. 

Assets
Assets are the smallest piece of instruction or infor-

mation that makes sense on its own. So an asset
might be, among other things, a systematic proce-
dure, a concept, or a video segment showing a pro-
cess. On their own assets may be informational, but
when combined they can become a unit of learning. 

Assets are also transportable and reusable. For
example, employees may often use assets for support
at the job-site as moment-of-need access to proce-
dures, explanations, references, or modules of learn-
ing covered during a learning event. To ensure flexibili-
ty of use, authors must design assets to the right level
of granularity. An asset should be the optimal size to
meet the learning need, any related performance
need, the requirements of multiple audiences, and
deployment in a variety of timeframes.

Metadata tags
Every object and every asset has two components:

the object or asset and its metadata tag, also called a
meta-tag. The meta-tag is the mechanism that allows
quick and efficient location of objects and assets. This
tag provides context in the form of descriptions and
keywords. The tag makes it possible to manage the
objects and assets in the database and to populate
them into the display templates. Learning objects and
assets with effective meta-tags facilitate content main-
tenance, search, and management. They also allow for
immediate customizing of content based on criteria
that the performer selects. 
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Instructional design models
Instructional design concepts influence learning

creation through instructional design models, each of
which represents a view on how humans learn. These
models are the guidelines by which instructional de-
signers create instruction. As Kent Gustafson and
Robert Branch explain, they help designers conceptu-
alize a process or system by simplifying complexities
of real situations into steps that you can apply in many
contexts. 

Dee Andrews and Ludy Goodson, as well as Walter
Dick, found that there is an agreement among instruc-
tional design models on a set of generic steps or
components representing a generalized and logical
flow for systematic problem solving. Barbara McCombs
points out that while the number of steps in a model
may differ, the steps cover the same actions, are gen-
eral, and have the same logical flow. Gustafson and
Branch note that the steps “provide us with conceptu-
al and communication tools that we can use to visual-
ize, direct, and manage processes.”

You can think of instructional design as both a sci-
ence and an art. I intend the model I am presenting to
act as a road map through analysis, design, develop-
ment, implementation, and evaluation to the goal of
effective instruction using learning objects. The in-
structional design road map (the science) provides a
route to many different destinations depending on the
turns (the art) chosen. In the words of Norbert Seel
and Sanne Dijkstra, as an instructional designer you
will apply science, artistry, and creativity to the pro-
cess. You will make assumptions based on psycho-
logical theories of human learning, on the knowledge
structures the learner will require, and on the cogni-
tive processes the learner will use. In the end, this

[A]n effective learn-
ing object instruc-
tional design model
or process can guide
high quality and ac-
celerated product
development as well
as the rigorous proj-
ect management
required in any tech-
nology-related proj-
ect.
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model can only provide structure and guidance. It is
you, the instructional designer, whose decisions and
actions will create effective instruction and learning
experiences. 

Instructional design model for learning
objects

As shown in Figure 1, the Herridge learning objects
instructional design model has ten phases. These
phases incorporate and build on the generic steps
found in most models. The steps in this model are: 

1. Evaluate feasibility 
2. Align team and plan project 
3. Analyze need 
4. Analyze functionality
5. Identify and eliminate duplicate terminal 

objectives 
6. Identify enabling objectives 
7. Design 
8. Develop 
9. Implement 
10. Evaluate 
Formative evaluation must be part of every phase in

the model. The steps and the logical flow are reminis-
cent of those found in traditional instructional design
models. What is different is some of the steps and the
actions taken within steps. 

As with many instructional design models, while
Figure 1 may make the Herridge model appear to be
linear and rigid, in reality it is iterative and flexible. Iter-
ative means the process involves moving backwards
and forwards between the activities, and flexible means
the model leaves it to the experienced designer to
decide how much detail to supply at each step. 

This model aligns with the contemporary view that
instructional design is non-linear and adapts to the
given situation. In other words, the real value of an
instructional design model lies in the heuristics for
instructional development and in the guidance provid-
ed through a meaningful framework for the develop-
ment activities, not in a rigid prescription of exact
actions within each step.

The phases
The designer should adjust the scope and impor-

tance of each of the ten phases in the model based
on the project. It is important to use this model only
after assessing a need and identifying a training-relat-
ed performance gap. Project management, change
management, risk management, and team communi-
cation underlay and continuously support all the phas-
es. For each phase, I will describe why the phase is
important, what the phase entails, and who is involved
in the phase. 

Phase 1: Evaluate feasibility

In this phase, carry out initial scoping, information
gathering, and analysis to confirm that a learning ob-
ject approach is economically viable, technically and
organizationally (culturally) feasible, and valid to ad-
dress the identified gap. Learning object designs are
extremely effective when they are the right solution.
They are also time-consuming and resource-consum-
ing. Therefore, you must evaluate feasibility and identi-
fy potential ROI before beginning the project. This
phase includes the following steps:

• Identify business and project objectives. 
• Apply a feasibility analysis model that addresses

economic, technical, organizational, and instruc-
tional feasibility issues. (This includes ensuring
that both a classification and a tagging schema
are in place.)

• Identify the criteria by which you will evaluate suc-
cess, and gather baseline data.

It is important that the key roles on the project team
all participate, to various extents, in establishing the
feasibility of the project. If possible, involve the follow-
ing roles: instructional designer (with learning object
design expertise), developer (with learning object de-
sign expertise), project manager, sponsor, and the
client.

Remember that these are roles. One person may
be taking on more than one role. For example, the
instructional designer may also be acting as project
manager, or the sponsor and client may be the same
person. 

The next three phases (Align Team and Project
Plan, Analyze Need, Analyze Functionality) may occur
concurrently.

Phase 2 Align team and project plan

Learning object projects require the input and co-
operation of many different groups and skill sets. The
success or failure of the project may hinge on the
effectiveness of team interactions and project plan-
ning. This phase involves the following steps:

• Identify skill sets required for project. (Ensure that

î

Figure 1
The Herridge Model for
the instructional design of
learning objects

Designing learning
materials as learning
objects makes it easi-
er to reuse content,
rather than recreating
it each time the de-
signer needs that con-
tent in another topic,
lesson, module, or
course. Once created,
the developer can
reassemble learning
objects and assets to
create new courses, or
use them individually
to create or supple-
ment individual learn-
ing paths.
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the instructional designer and the developer both
have learning object expertise.)

• Select team members based on skills required.
• Determine and document communication proto-

cols. 
• Determine and document team member roles and

responsibilities for each project step.
• Determine and document the change manage-

ment and scope management processes that the
team will follow.

• Identify risks to the project, determine how likely
the occurrence of each risk, decide what impact
that risk could have on the project, and develop
and document strategies to mitigate the risk.

• Decide on the project management tool and the
process to follow. 

• Draft first project plan and time line.
In this phase, involve the following roles at a mini-

mum: instructional designer, developer, graphic artists
and technical writers (if required for the project), sub-
ject matter experts, the client, and the sponsor. Any-
one who will be working on the project, at any stage,
should be included in the initial team meetings and in
the project planning.

Phase 3: Analyze need

In this phase, refine and clarify the information gath-
ered during the needs assessment. In addition, you
will need to gather the next several levels of informa-
tion required for the design, production, and imple-
mentation phases. This phase includes the following
steps:

• Job analysis
• Task analysis
• Learner analysis
• Analyze defined performance gap.
• Analyze any available information on previous

learning object implementations in the company.
The output of this phase is a needs analysis report.

In this phase the instructional designer will be inter-
acting with subject matter experts and the client to
perform the necessary analyses, define and gain
agreement on the gap, and gather any extant data
that may support the project. 

Phase 4: Analyze functionality

In this phase, analyze intranet and extranet, delivery
(desktop) hardware, and available software for oppor-
tunities and constraints. Include an analysis of the
Learning Content Management System (LCMS) that
will store, disseminate, and display the learning ob-
jects. These are the steps in this phase:

• Analyze platform from which learners will be
accessing learning. (Browser, bandwidth, etc.)

• Identify and analyze software options for develop-
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ment in terms of flexibility, applicability to the inter-
vention to be developed, and ease of conversion
to XML.

• Analyze capabilities and constraints of the LCMS.
• Choose authoring tool(s) for production and for

prototyping.
• Analyze classification and tagging schema used in

the organization. If there are none, create these
during this phase. 

• Identify XSL style sheets available for both per-
formance support and learning. Determine if addi-
tional style sheets might be required.

In this phase the instructional designer will be inter-
acting with the information technology group respon-
sible for infrastructure, standards, applications, and
security. It would also be a good idea to involve
someone who has had experience with the LCMS
from both a user and a designer point of view. Ano-
ther key person in this phase will be the Web devel-
oper since this person will need to code and tag the
objects to work within the LCMS. 

Phases 5 and 6: Identify and eliminate
duplicate terminal objectives, and identify
enabling objectives

Phases 5 and 6 apply only when you must create
learning objects from existing content. Phases 5 and
6 together consist of five steps, as shown in Table 1.
These two phases in the model support instructional

designers who are redesigning existing learning prod-
ucts into reusable learning objects. Note that you
would only redesign existing content if the content is
complete, accurate, effective, and still required.

As mentioned earlier, many organizations imple-
menting a learning object approach find that in order
to standardize the learning products, and to create a
large enough database of learning objects to enable
reuse, they need to redesign existing learning prod-
ucts into learning objects. 

To redesign existing content into learning objects
one must first understand and document the terminal
and enabling objectives that form the basis for the
existing content, the relationship between the objec-
tives, and how the objectives from the existing con-
tent could and should be organized when creating the
learning assets and objects. In almost all cases, as
part of the redesign process, you will identify redun-
dancies and opportunities for improvement. This will
result in the removal and adjustment of terminal and
enabling objectives.

During these two phases the steps and activities in
Table 1 occur.

The instructional designer will do much of the work
in this phase. However, the designer will obtain input
on the accuracy, validity, and completeness of the ter-
minal and enabling objectives, and, from the subject
matter experts, on the content to use for development
of assets. 

1. Identify 2. Diagram 3. Validate and Eliminate 4. Document 5. Design

Identify the performance goal
and the terminal, enabling and
sub-objectives in existing con-
tent.

Create an instructional hier-
archy of the performance 
goal and the objectives. 

Highlight duplicate enabling
objectives that appear under
more than one terminal objec-
tive in the hierarchy.

Validate that achievement of
the terminal objectives will
result in the achievement of the
performance goal. 

Eliminate duplicate terminal
objectives.

Add any terminal objectives
required to achieve perform-
ance goal.

Update instructional hierarchy.

Using the Objectives Work-
sheet, document each terminal
objective using a measurable
and objective statement.

For each terminal objective,
document the related mastery
question or performance stan-
dard.

For each terminal objective,
document the supporting
enabling and sub-objective
using measurable and objec-
tive statements.

For each enabling objective,
list all the terminal objectives
that it supports.

For each enabling objective,
indicate whether you will use
the asset created for the
enabling objective for perform-
ance support, learning, or both. 

Design assets for each
enabling and sub-objective
appropriate for each object in
which the asset will occur.

Table 1: Steps in Phases 5 and 6

The meta-tag is the
mechanism that allows
quick and efficient
location of objects and
assets. This tag pro-
vides context in the
form of descriptions
and keywords. The tag
makes it possible to
manage the objects
and assets in the data-
base and to populate
them into the display
templates.
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Phase 7: Design

The design of learning objects, as with many de-
sign projects, involves several iterations of prototyp-
ing. This requires heavy input and review from the
subject matter experts. While this extends the time
required for the design phase, it also overlaps design
with development and shortens the overall develop-
ment cycle while providing a superior product.

Record the design in a learning object design doc-
ument. This document must: 

• Capture the design at the level of detail required
if more than one designer is creating the assets
and objects. 

• Allow the designer to dictate both content and
format. 

• Display the design in a format that is easy for sub-
ject matter experts and clients to understand, thus
facilitating review and sign-off. 

The design phase is where the art of the instruc-
tional designer comes into play. During this phase the
following steps and activities occur. Remember that
many of these are iterative.

• List all the modules and the objects in each mod-
ule. This should be the first section of the design
document.

• List all the assets in each object. This is the sec-
ond section.

• The third section of the design document should:
- Organize the assets in the display template

chosen for each object
- Detail each asset including recommendations

for creation in more than one medium
• Obtain sign-off on the design document from

both subject matter experts and the client.
• Create the storyboard template.
• Use a joint application design (JAD) session to

design the architecture, determine protocols and
navigation, and obtain sign-off on objectives and
the storyboard template. 

• Determine which enabling objectives (assets) and
which terminal objectives (objects) to prototype to
ensure that each general type and approach is
prototyped.

• Storyboard the first set of assets and have sub-
ject matter experts review storyboards.

• Prototype:
- Program and test assets
- Revise assets based on feedback from sub-

ject matter experts
- Create prototype object from prototyped

assets
- Revise object based on feedback from sub-

ject matter experts

- Storyboard next set of assets and the related
object

- Test dissemination of the prototype object
through the LCMS

- Obtain client sign-off on each object
- Repeat the design, evaluate, and revise cycle

for each object selected for prototyping
The instructional designer drives the design phase

but is heavily supported by the developer (especially
during prototyping), by any graphic artists and techni-
cal writers on the team, and by the subject matter
experts. The client and sponsor should be involved at
regular design review points, established in the proj-
ect plan.

Phase 8: Develop

Based on the design document, storyboard each
asset using a format agreed upon with the develop-
ers. Since the design document details the organiza-
tion of assets into objects, this phase de facto creates
the objects as well. During this phase the following
steps and activities occur:

• Finalize development and production schedule.
• Produce storyboards for all assets and objects.
• Have subject matter experts review and provide

feedback on each storyboard as it is developed. 
• Revise storyboards based on feedback.
• Obtain client sign off on each revised storyboard.
• Program assets and objects in selected style

sheet (Alpha).
• Validate each Alpha object with subject matter

experts not involved in the project up to this point.
• Revise and revalidate.
• Test dissemination of the prototype object

through the LCMS.
• Obtain client sign-off on each object. 
The instructional designer creates the storyboards

and the developer executes them, programming each
asset and object, linking each with the correct style
sheet, and applying the required metadata. Involve
graphic artists and technical writers as needed. Bring
subject matter experts and the client into the review
of the assets and objects as they are created, and of
the entire learning product once completed. 

The next two phases, Implement and Evaluate,
overlap since the first two levels of evaluation occur
during Implement and provide input to the post-imple-
mentation report.

Phase 9: Implement

Before implementation, review and revise the imple-
mentation plan, likely created earlier in the project. Imple-
ment the learning product based on the plan. During
this phase the following steps and activities occur:

The designer should
adjust the scope and
importance of each
of the ten phases in
the model based on
the project. It is im-
portant to use this
model only after as-
sessing a need and
identifying a training-
related performance
gap.



• Review and then revise implementation plan and
schedule.

• Implement.
• Develop and submit post-implementation report.
• Act on post-implementation report recommenda-

tions.
The project manager and the client drive the imple-

mentation, supported by the instructional designer
and the subject matter experts. Integrate feedback
from the Level 1 and Level 2 evaluations into the
post-implementation report, created by the project
manager. 

Phase 10: Evaluate

At a minimum, conduct Kirkpatrick’s first and sec-
ond level evaluations during or at the end of imple-
mentation. They provide data and input to the post-
implementation report. When conducting the third
level evaluation, measure results against the criteria
for success established at the beginning of the proj-
ect (refer to Phase 1). 

During this phase the following steps and activities
occur: 

• Conduct first, second, third, and fourth level eval-
uations.

• Act on results. 
The project manager and the client drive the evalu-

ation. The instructional designer often creates and
assesses the evaluation tools. 

Conclusion
The instructional design model presented here for

the creation of learning objects draws heavily on the
rigor, iterative nature, flexibility, and consistency of tradi-
tional instructional design models. The phases, and the
flow through the phases, are very similar to what you
are used to. What differs is the questions asked, the
information sought, the decisions made, and the ac-
tions taken with the steps in each phase of the model. 
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Directory.

This is the second article by Joanne Mowat for
Learning Solutions. The eLearning Guild has previ-
ously published articles whose topics relate to this
week's. These are available to Members in the
Learning Solutions Archive online. Members must
log in to download them. Here are the authors, the
article topics, and the publication dates. (Not a
Guild Member? Join today for immediate access
to these articles and over two hundred others!)

Previous article by Joanne Mowat

August 15, 2005: MERLOT (Learning Object
Repository)

Articles on related topics

Mike Dickinson: An e-Learning Developer's Guide
(September 25 and October 16, 2006)

Len Perkins: Repurpose e-Learning Content
(August 7, 2006)

Kendrick Abell: Templates and Reusability (January
23, 2006)

Monique Donahue: The Design Document
(December 5, 2005)

Jim Pellerin: Reusable Components (October 31,
2005)

Peder Jacobson and Kim Ruyle: Reusable Learning
Objects (February 3 and February 10, 2003)

In the Archives

This publication is by the people, for the people.
That means it’s written by YOU the readers and members of The eLearning Guild!
We encourage you to submit articles for publication in Learning Solutions e-Mag-
azine.  

Even if you have not been published before, we encourage you to submit a query if
you have a great idea, technique, case study, or practice to share with your peers in
the e-Learning community. If your topic idea for an article is selected by the editors,
you will be asked to submit a complete article on that topic. Don’t worry if you have
limited experience writing for publication. Our team of editors will work with you to
polish your article and get it ready for publication in Learning Solutions. 

By sharing your expertise with the readers of Learning Solutions, you not only
add to the collective knowledge of the e-Learning community, you also gain the re-
cognition of your peers in the industry and your organization. 

How to Submit a Query

If you have an idea for an article, send a plain-text e-mail to our editor, Bill Brandon, 
at bbrandon@eLearningGuild.com, with the following information in the body of the 
e-mail:

• A draft of the first paragraph, written to grab the reader’s attention and identify
the problem or issue that will be addressed.

• A short outline of your main points addressing the problem or resolving the
issue. This could be another paragraph or it could be a bulleted list.

• One paragraph on your background or current position that makes you the
one to tell this story.

• A working title for the article.

• Your contact information: name, job title, company, phone, e-mail. This informa-
tion is to be for the writer of the article. We are unable to accept queries from
agents, public relations firms, or other third parties.

All of this information should fit on one page. If the topic fits our editorial plan, Bill will
contact you to schedule the manuscript deadline and the publication date, and to
work out any other details.

Refer to www.eLearningGuild.com for Author Guidelines.

Get It Published in...

DO YOU HAVE AN INTERESTING 
STRATEGY OR TECHNIQUE TO SHARE?



The eLearning Guild is a Community of Practice for e-Learning design,
development, and management professionals. Through this member-
driven community we provide high-quality learning opportunities, net-
working services, resources, and
publications. Members represent a
diverse group of managers, direc-
tors, and executives focused on
training and learning services, as
well as e-Learning instructional
designers, content developers,
Web developers, project managers,
contractors, and consultants. Guild
members work in a variety of set-
tings including corporate, govern-
ment, and academic organizations. 

Guild membership is an invest-
ment in your professional develop-
ment and in your organization’s
future success with its e-Learning
efforts. Your membership provides
you with learning opportunities and
resources so that you can increase
your knowledge and skills. That’s
what the Guild is all about ... put-
ting the resources and information
you need at your fingertips so you
can produce more successful 
e-Learning.

The eLearning Guild offers four
levels of membership. Each level
provides members with benefits
commensurate with your invest-
ment. In the table you will find a 
comprehensive summary of benefits

offered for each membership level.  To learn more about Group
Membership and pricing, go to www.eLearningGuild.com.

About the Guild
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The eLearning Guild organizes a variety of important industry events...

A Worldwide Community of Practice for e-Learning Professionals

Guild Benefits Associate
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$99 US
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20%

8

Member+
$695 US
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20%

Premium
$1,695 US

3
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*
3

3

20%*

3

3

1 year free

Upgrade $ 
1 year free

20%

20%

3= Included in Membership 8= Not available $ = Separate fee required
*See www.eLearningGuild.com for details

CHECK ONLINE
for topics and dates!

November 5 - 8, 2007
SAN JOSE, CA

April 16 & 17, 2008
ORLANDO, FL

eLearning Insider

Past Conference Handouts

Resource Directory — Access & Post

Community Connections — Access & Post

Job Board — Access Jobs & Resumes

Job Board — Post Resumes

Job Board — Post Jobs

Learning Solutions e-Magazine

Guild Research — Standard Interactive Reports

Guild Research — Online Briefings

Guild Research — Archives

Guild Research 360˚ Report Purchase Discounts

Online Forums — Live Events

Online Forums — Archive

Annual Gathering or DevLearn Registration

Learning Management Colloquium

Optional Workshop OR Colloquium Upgrade

Event Fee Discounts

Online Event Site License Discounts

April 15 - 17, 2008
ORLANDO, FL


